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TITLE: The Safety and Efficacy of Diphoterine® for Ocular and Cutaneous Burns in Humans
Abstract:
Context: Diphoterine, developed by the French company Prevor, is a polyvalent, chelating,
amphoteric and slightly hypertonic solution used in the management of chemical cutaneous and
ocular burns. While used extensively in Europe and Canada, it is has not been approved by the
United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) as an alternative to the
water-rinse method due to a lack of evidence of its safety and efficacy on human subjects. An
unbiased and extensive systematic review was undertaken in order to better understand

D

Diphoterine’s safety and efficaciousness on humans.

TE

Objective: Review the safety and efficacy of Diphoterine for treating chemical burns of the skin
and eyes in humans.

EP

Methods:

Data sources: Information sources included Pubmed, the National Library of Medicine’s Medline

C

Database, and the “Publications” sections of the Prevor website. Search terms included

AC

Diphoterine, chemical burn, ocular burn, and cutaneous burn.
Study Selection: Any study type published through a peer-reviewed journal up to May 2016 were

ST

considered eligible. Published data must have included Diphoterine in the treatment of chemical
burns on the skin or eyes as well as meet other specified criteria. Acceptable studies had to use

JU

either a quantitative (e.g. number of work days lost) or qualitative (e.g. level of erythema)
approach when measuring cutaneous or ocular lesion outcomes.
Data Extraction: Independent assessment of article inclusion by 2 authors using predefined
criteria.
Results and Conclusion: Diphoterine is safe and highly effective in improving healing time,
healing sequelae, and pain management of chemical burns on the skin and eyes of humans.
Outcomes are significantly improved when compared to water or a physiologic solution
equivalent. We recommend that this product be readily available to emergency responders and

companies that expose their employees to hazardous chemical substances in order to improve
healing sequelae, pain management, and lost work days from these type of burns.
Introduction
Chemical burns account for only a fraction of reported cutaneous and ocular injuries though are
responsible for nearly 30% of all burn-related deaths (1). The agents responsible for these injuries,
which vary immensely, are thought to act by coagulating the proteins on the surface of the skin or
eyes via a variety of different mechanisms with the damage resulting in moderate-severe pain,
poor scar formation, and increased loss of disability-adjust life years (2, 3). In the US, the current

D

standard of care for the emergency treatment (set by OSHA regulations) of skin or eye chemical

TE

burns are immediately applying copious amounts of water, rinsing the site for 15 minutes and
using mild soap if the chemical is fat soluble (4). Within an industrial or laboratory setting, this

EP

typically occurs in emergency eye wash stations or quick-drench water showers. Rinsing with
water is a passive decontamination process, thought to act by diluting and rinsing the chemical off

C

the surface of the cornea or skin; suppressing the inflammatory reaction by decreasing tissue

AC

metabolism; returning skin pH back to normal (in acid and alkali burns); and minimizing the
hygroscopic effects of chemicals (2, 4). However, an exhaustive literature review of the value of

ST

this water-rinsing for these chemical burns revealed the poor effectiveness of this method (5)—
Hall and Maibach arrive at a similar conclusion in their analyses (4). Alternative rinsing agents,

JU

such as Diphoterine, have exhibited significantly better outcomes than the water-rinse method
using in vitro and animal models, suggesting a similar result is possible in humans. To better
understand Diphoterine’s effects, we critically review all known publications which specifically
evaluate this its safety and efficacy on human subjects for chemically-induced ocular and
cutaneous burns.

Background
Diphoterine is a polyvalent, chelating, amphoteric, and slightly hypertonic solution developed by
Latoratoir, Prevor of Valmondois, France that is used for the neutralization, decontamination, and
irrigation of chemical splashes to the skin or eyes (6). Currently, it is widely used by ambulance
services and fire-fighters in Sweden and France as a first-line decontaminating agent for chemical
burns (7). In Europe and Canada, it has been used for the management of chemical burns in
hospitals with no adverse effects yet being reported in the company’s post-market surveillance
program (8, 9). Diphoterine has a large safety margin due to its hyperosmolarity in physiologic

D

tissue and, thus, low absorbability into eyes and skin of chemical burn recipients. In vitro and

TE

animal studies have demonstrated Diphoterine’s ability to improve wound healing and reduce pain
by inhibiting substance P release or increasing β-endorphin concentration when comparison to

EP

controls (0.9% saline or calcium gluconate) (3). Despite these encouraging studies, there are few

AC

Diphoterine’s safety and effectiveness.

C

published human experiments with the quality methodology needed to definitively advocate

Testing chemical burns has made controlled research on humans particularly difficult on many

ST

levels. Methodologically, there are no pre-set standards for gauging burns or treatment outcomes
in patients, forcing researchers to rely on their own quantitative or qualitative modes of

JU

measurement. Accordingly, the heterogeneity of data generated by human experiments has
precluded any reasonable analysis or cross-examination of outcomes between publications. Even
within the same publication it can be difficult to draw substantial conclusions, as the chemicals
responsible are often diverse in nature and in concentration. Thus, our goal was to create a holistic,
critical review of Diphoterine’s safety and effectiveness in human subjects by compiling the
pertinent data extracted from select publications and analyzing the findings.

Methods
Types of studies. Any study type published up to May 2016 were considered eligible.
Inclusion criteria. Eligible studies must have incorporated all of the following elements in order to
be considered:


Diphoterine in the treatment of ocular or cutaneous chemical burns (either in monotherapy
or in combination with water).



Any method of assessing burns that used either a quantitative (e.g. – number of work days
lost) or qualitative (e.g. – level of erythema) approach.
Must have been published through a peer-reviewed journal.

D



TE

Exclusion criteria. Studies having at least one these in their methodology were automatically
excluded from the eligible population:

EP

 In vitro or ex vivo studies.

C

 Experiments not using humans.

AC

 Articles not able to be translated into English.

ST

 Studies not meeting any one of the inclusion criteria.

Search Strategies

JU

Databases used included the Cochrane Library, Embase, the National Library of Medicine’s
(NLM) Medline Database, EBSCO, and OvidSP. To be as thorough as possible, two academic
search engines with access to multiple and distinct databases, EBSCO and OvidSP, were included
to find other potentially eligible articles. Boolean techniques were employed in all searches to find
publications with the word “Diphoterine” in the text or the title. The sum off all search results
were combined and de-duplicated. The “Publications” section of the Prevor website contains a
thorough record of all publications from a variety of sources and article types that include
Diphoterine either directly or indirectly (10). These publications were added to the list after

removing duplicates found from the combined search results. Two reviewers then independently
examined each article to assess whether or not it met all required inclusion criteria. Eligible
publications were then assessed to verify lack of all exclusion criteria. Remaining publications
were included in our review. Any disagreement would be resolved by a third party. A flowchart of
the search strategy results and finalized article selection can be found in Figure 1.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
Data from the included studies were extracted by one reviewer and checked by the other reviewer

D

for accuracy. Data extraction was performed in order to make our analysis more transparent and

TE

objective to the reader. Categories selected were based on the possible common confounding
factors that could affect a chemical burn study outcome in humans. A standardized table

EP

specifically developed for this systematic review was filled out for each article and included:

C

1. Initial time to rinse.

3. Total area burned.

ST

4. Burn outcome.

AC

2. Chemical description responsible for burn.

5. Intervention outcome.

JU

Other factors, such as duration of eye irrigation or fluid flow rate, were also considered important,
but were not included due to lack of data in eligible studies. Case-matching Diphoterine
intervention to the water-rinsing method was heavily considered, but the degree of variability
between these potentially confounding factors proved too great to control. Meta-analysis was not
undertaken due to the heterogeneity of the initial inciting chemicals and the inconsistency of
analogous outcome measurements. Hence, our findings are presented in a narrative summary.

Overview of Included Studies

Cutaneous burns
Only 3 studies, with a total of 317 patients, qualified for our review of cutaneous burns. Of those
burned, only 32 were due to acid chemicals with the remaining 285 being due to a variety of
alkaline-based chemicals. The time to rinse with Diphoterine ranged from 30 seconds after
chemical exposure to 11 minutes. All studies measured burn outcomes and subsequent
intervention outcomes differently, using both qualitative and quantitative methods. This
information is summarized in Table 1.

D

Ocular burns

TE

Four studies, with a total of 134 patients, qualified for our review on ocular chemical burns. Only
11 patients had chemical burns caused by acids with the remaining 123 being caused by alkaline

EP

substances. Time to Diphoterine administration ranged from “nearly immediate” to 193
minutes after chemical incident, as well as one study with prophylactic usage. Outcome

C

measurements proved to be quite disparate and—similar to the cutaneous burn studies—included

AC

both qualitative and quantitative methods. This information is summarized in Table 2.

ST

Discussion of Diphoterine Efficacy on Cutaneous and Ocular Burns
The retrospective analysis done by Zack-Williams was designed as a comparative study of the

JU

delayed use of Diphoterine versus water-rinsing for chemical burns at an adult tertiary referral
burn center (see Table 1) (7). Though the comparison is helpful, many significant differences
made it challenging to delineate the true efficacy of Diphoterine to the standard OSHA protocol.
For example, the time to presentation was statistically significant between the two methods,
possible confounding results—the longer a chemical is allowed to stay on the skin, the longer it
has to react and cause more damage. Despite this and the variations in patient presentation,
intervention outcome (change in pH) proved to be significant (p < 0.05) with Diphoterine being
superior to water-rinsing. Diphoterine changed an average of 1.076 units whereas water-rinsing

changed an average of 0.4 units, presumably towards the physiologic pH. This pH change would
theoretically allow for less scar formation, less pain, or faster healing time and is an ideal clinical
consequence for victims of chemical accidents.
In contrast to the former report of delayed application, A. Michael Donoghue documents the
effects of Diphoterine versus water-rinsing at alumina factories in Australia after “nearly
immediate” rinsing (see Table 1) (11). Victims were randomly assigned to either: 1.) the
“Diphoterine-first” group, which either used Diphoterine first and then rinsed water or used
Diphoterine only, or 2.) the “water-first” group, which rinsed with water first and then used

D

Diphoterine. This methodology resulted in an anticipated significant difference in the time to rinse

TE

[with Diphoterine] values between the two groups (p < 0.001). No variation, though, existed
between the chemical source (sodium hydroxide) and body surface area affected (p = 0.233).

EP

Intervention outcome was recorded via a pre-set qualitative scale of erythema and blistering,
ranging from 1 (none) to 4 (severe erythema and blistering). The outcome measurement and lack

C

of dissimilarity between treatment groups permits an adequate comparison of Diphoterine to the

AC

standard water-rinsing protocol with respect to its healing properties, despite not having initial
burn data. The data is significant among grades 1 & 2, but is only significant in grades 3 & 4 when

ST

combined (p < 0.001). The comparatively large number of “Diphoterine-first” patients within
grades 1 & 2 and small number of grades 3 & 4 patients strongly suggests rinsing with

JU

Diphoterine first enhances healing time and overall sequelue when compared to the alternative.
This result authenticates the efficacy of Diphoterine in humans that was similarly seen in animals
as well as in vitro experiments (3).

Research done by Nehles and collegues included diverse cases of both cutaneous (Table 1) and
ocular burns (Table 2), recording the chemical composition, concentration, and location of lesion
on the patient’s body (2). Unfortunately, the authors chosen method of evaluation (amount of
work days lost and patient sequelae) makes it difficult to extract meaningful differences, as no real

variation appears to exist between any cases of either cutaneous or ocular burns. One can only
speculate, though, if the lack of dissimilarity is a consequence of Diphoterine’s effectiveness or
simply poor methodology.

Unlike cutaneous burns, ocular burns have a pre-defined criteria found in the literature which
allow clinicians to quickly assess and categorize chemical burns known as the “Roper-Hall
modification of the Hughes classification system” (12). This qualitative analysis organizes burns
according to the relative damage done to the cornea and limbus (12). Progression of ocular healing

D

is typically recorded as the time it takes to obtain total re-epithelialization of the cornea (12).

TE

Merle utilized this system and shed important clinical light on Diphoterine’s ability to heal ocular
burns when compared to a physiologic solution (13) (see Table 2). Consistently, the Diphoterine

EP

intervention outcome (measured by days to re-epithelialization) took at least half the time required
by the physiologic solution for burns within the same Roper-Hall classification. Differences of

C

corneal opacity and corneal perforation correspondingly demonstrated Diphoterine’s superiority to

AC

the physiologic solution group but were not considered statistically significant. Interestingly, no
differences were noted in the final visual acuity between the two groups; however, the most severe

ST

classification of burn, Grade IV, lacked patients who were treated with Diphoterine and may have
confounded the ability to find substantial variances in this measurement. One case study done by

JU

Gerard and colleagues did, however, manage to record an example of a Grade IV ocular burns
caused by an alkaline substance and rinsed with Diphoterine (see Table 2). Regrettably, it would
be difficult to draw any conclusive inferences to the Merle study patients with Grade IV lesions
treated with a physiologic solution because of the substantial differences between their initial
times to rinse (Gerard – 1hr, Merle – 4.5hr average). Nevertheless, these studies confirm
Diphoterine can likewise be used for ocular burns and improve healing time when compared to an
alternative.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the research done by Viala that investigated the effects of
Diphoterine when sprayed onto the face before and after police officers were exposed to tear gas
(see Table 2) (14). The aforementioned groups along with a control group (no Diphoterine) used a
1-10 point scale to measure the amount of pain while within the tear gas cloud as well as the
residual pain felt after the officers considered themselves “ready for action.” The pre-exposed
group had significantly less pain, time interval to “ready for action”, and residual pain than any of
the other groups (p < 0.05 for all measurements). The post-exposure group had analogous findings
in their residual pain measurement (p < 0.05), signifying Diphoterine additionally helps alleviate

TE

D

pain in humans from chemical accidents when used either before or after exposures.

Safety

EP

The toxicological characteristics of Diphoterine, such as the median lethal dose (LD50) or the
human irritancy equivalent (HIE), have been evaluated in a variety of laboratory models resulting

C

in promising outcomes for human clinical trials (9). A review of the literature revealed at least two

AC

separate experiments that specifically addressed the safety aspects of Diphoterine in health human
volunteers and confirm the data from past laboratory model findings. In one experiment, a single

ST

application of 0.02 mL of Diphoterine was applied to 55 normal volunteers and maintained with
an occlusive patch for 48 hours in order to test patient tolerance of the decontamination solution

JU

(9). Blinded dermatologists then evaluated the skin for erythema, papules, vesicles, or blisters and
rated the intensity of reaction on a four-point scale (4 being most severe). The average of these
scores, known as the average irritation index (IIM), was found to be 0.00, meaning it had no
observable irritant properties on the skin of these volunteers. In a separate experiment, skin
sensitization properties were tested by applying 25 μL of Diphoterine to the skin under an
occlusive patch 3 times per week at 48 hour intervals for a duration of 3 weeks (9 total
applications) in 111 healthy human volunteers (9). Between the 6th and 8th applications, signs of
sensitization became apparent. Yet, after the 3 week experiment, the IIM was calculated to be 0.09

for the volunteers, qualifying as “slightly irritating” according to the clinical criteria developed by
the International Contact Dermatitis Group (ICDG) (15). Overall, the study classified Diphoterine
as hypoallergenic and presenting minimal risk of contact dermal sensitivity; however, given the
sensitivity of the cornea, one would expect these minor effects to be greatly multiplied in ocular
tissue with this same experimental protocol. From a cutaneous standpoint, this finding is
consistent with the lack of sensitization and sequelae seen from Diphoterine application groups in

D

our selected studies.

TE

Unlike cutaneous burns, the osmolarity of the rinsing solution plays a critically important role in
determining favorable patient outcomes for ocular burns: hypoosmotic solutions (water) can

EP

rapidly penetrate the injured cornea, causing cell swelling, edema, and cell death (5, 16, 17).
Diphoterine and other high osmolarity solutions avoid these consequences, enhancing healing time

C

by mobilizing water and dissolved corrosives out of the damaged tissue. One study comparing

AC

Diphoterine to a phosphate buffer solution in 10 healthy human volunteers found both irrigation
fluids to be equally safe and absent of any harmful effects (17). Moreover, data from the
company’s post-market surveillance program have yet to report any adverse effects from the

ST

hospitals and fire-fighters where Diphoterine is currently used to manage chemical burns (8, 9).
Notably, ocular studies testing safety were done under emergent conditions, obscuring the possible

JU

irritant effects Diphoterine has directly or indirectly (i.e., exothermic reaction from chemical
neutralization).

Conclusion

Chemical splashes to the skin or eyes have become an unfortunate consequence to many working
with hazardous materials. Many countries outside the US now require hospitals and fire-fighters to
rinse these chemical mishaps with the solution Diphoterine instead of water (8, 9). While

Diphoterine’s safety and efficacy has been proven in many in vitro and animal models, its safety
and effectiveness have not been thoroughly evaluated in human subjects. Therefore, this
systematic review was created to critically evaluate the available research of Diphoterine used
specifically on humans in order to understand its applicable safety and efficacy. To our
knowledge, this is the first review that examines this aspect.

The current available research of Diphoterine in humans is heavily criticized due to poor
methodologies, small study populations, and heterogeneity of study measurements. This makes it

D

difficult to use any one individual study outcome as a definitive evidence of this irrigation fluid’s

TE

true safety and efficacy potential, however, the sum of these reports reveal consistent themes that
are clinically valuable. For example, we found that despite most of the comparative studies lacked

EP

pre-treatment consistency in chemical compositions, concentrations, time to rinse, and burn
locations, the groups treated with Diphoterine always fared better than the group treated with

C

water (or physiological equivalent). Clinically, the heterogeneity in pre-treatment conditions is

AC

more realistic than a heavily controlled experiment and speaks to Diphoterine’s flexibility in

ST

treating real-world chemical burn patients.

As a whole, our review found that Diphoterine is a safe product and appears to be highly effective

JU

in improving healing time, healing sequelae, and pain management of chemical burns on the skin
and eyes of humans—especially when compared to rinsing with water or a physiologic equivalent.
We recommend future studies wishing to compare the effectiveness of Diphoterine to alternative
solutions follow a methodology exemplified by Merle’s research and include: homogenous
chemical substances, similar time to rinse, and, perhaps most importantly, graded qualitative
measurements for both burn and intervention outcomes. Even before such a meticulous study can
take place, we recommend that this product be readily available to emergency responders,
hospitals, and companies that expose their employees to hazardous chemical substances in order to

improve victim healing sequelae, pain management, and work days lost from accidental burns to
the skin or eyes. Further, based on the data presented, we submit that OSHA’s current emergency
protocol of managing chemical burns be revisited and reevaluated.
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* statistically significant
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** approaching statistical significance
TBSA – Total Body Surface Area
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